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Spain: Supreme Court, First Civil Law Chamber, 531/2014, 15
October 2014
Miquel Montañá (Clifford Chance) · Tuesday, May 12th, 2015

On 15 October 2014 the Spanish Supreme Court confirmed its earlier rulings on two issues: after
an IP right has been found invalid in first instance but the Court of Appeal overturns this decision
because it disagrees with the argument that was the basis for invalidity in first instance, (how)
should the Court of Appeal deal with other nullity arguments that have been argued before but not
decided upon by the Court of First Instance? And (how) should the Court of Appeal deal with
nullity arguments that were dismissed by the Court of First Instance? The decision handed down
by the Supreme Court is interesting because it flags-out the need to carefully analyze the issues
resolved and not expressly resolved by a first instance decision before deciding whether or not an
appeal should be filed.

 A full summary of this case has been published on Kluwer IP Law.

 

_____________________________

To make sure you do not miss out on regular updates from the Kluwer Patent Blog, please
subscribe here.
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The 2022 Future Ready Lawyer survey showed that 79% of lawyers think that the importance of
legal technology will increase for next year. With Kluwer IP Law you can navigate the
increasingly global practice of IP law with specialized, local and cross-border information and
tools from every preferred location. Are you, as an IP professional, ready for the future?

Learn how Kluwer IP Law can support you.
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This entry was posted on Tuesday, May 12th, 2015 at 12:18 pm and is filed under Spain
You can follow any responses to this entry through the Comments (RSS) feed. Both comments and
pings are currently closed.
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